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Why Branding?
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Water + Sugar + Fizz (put it into a can) 
= Costs less than 1 rupee 

Write PEPSI   on the can and 
you can charge Rs. 30
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Take the cheapest  fabric and make 
pants using a 100 year old design. 
Production cost not more than Rs. 250

Put the name             on these 
ordinary pants and you can 

charge Rs. 3000
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What is a BRAND? 
Why is BRANDING important? 

What does BRANDING  mean for 

YOU and me?
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A BRAND is 
....not a logo
....not an identity 
....not a product or a package

A brand is a person’s gut feel 
about a service, product or 
an organisation
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arouse emotion

ignite passion 

echo reliability

have meaning

A BRAND should
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Healthy brands get 
noticed
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A healthy brand provides meaning
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A healthy brand is confident
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A healthy brand saves you money

A healthy brand can make you money



A healthy brand 
connects
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A healthy brand provides 
a competitive advantage
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a competitive advantage
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Healthy brands have the
‘attractor factor’
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‘attractorattractor factorfactor
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It’s all about creating an
emotional attachment
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Building a brand is not about 
bloody big budgets
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It’s about discipline
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and it’s about 
discipline at 
all customer
touchpoints
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This is where we at The Sign can help

We transform brands by 
creating enriching
brand experiences at 
all customer touchpoints

“
”
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To keep the conversation going.....

Thank you

The Sign

+91-9833353344
+91-022 65222216

Info@knowthesign.in
www.knowthesign.in
Corporate Address - 405 Sanjar Enclave, S.V. Road, Above Mahindra 
Showroom,Opp Milap Theatre, Kandivali (w). Mumbai - 400067. India.




